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Abstract: The diffusion of saturated and unsaturated hydro-
carbons is of fundamental importance for many zeolite-
catalyzed processes. Transport of small alkenes in the confined
zeolite pores can become hindered, resulting in a significant
impact on the ultimate product selectivity and separation.
Herein, intracrystalline light olefin/paraffin diffusion through
the 8-ring windows of zeolite SAPO-34 is characterized by
a complementary set of first-principle molecular dynamics
simulations, PFG-NMR experiments, and pulse-response tem-
poral analysis of products measurements, yielding information
at different length and time scales. Our results clearly show
a promotional effect of the presence of Brønsted acid sites on
the diffusion rate of ethene and propene, whereas transport of
alkanes is found to be insensitive to the presence of acid sites.
The enhanced diffusivity of unsaturated hydrocarbons is
ascribed to the formation of favorable p–H interactions with
acid protons, as confirmed by IR spectroscopy measurements.
The acid site distribution is proven to be an important design
parameter for optimizing product distributions and separa-
tions.

Introduction

Product selectivity in zeolite-catalyzed conversions is the
result of a complex interplay of catalytic activity, stabilization
of key intermediates and transport phenomena.[1–3] Once
formed, the products need to diffuse away from the active
centers. Quantifying adsorption and diffusion in the zeolite
nanopores is very challenging due to the simultaneous
occurrence of various phenomena at different length and
time scales. An interesting case study where diffusion
limitations were suggested to have a strong correlation with

the ultimate product distribution, is the methanol-to-hydro-
carbons (MTH) process on small-pore zeolites like SAPO-
34.[3–10] The SAPO-34 zeolite (CHA topology) consists of
large elliptical cages that are connected by two double 6-ring
(d6r) units and six 8-ring windows, through which diffusion of
alkenes and alkanes can take place, as shown in Figure 1.
Recently, evidence was given that controlling the acid site
distribution may be an important design parameter for
various catalytic processes.[11–13] Nevertheless, the precise
influence of the acid site density and distribution on the
transport properties in small-pore zeolites is still unresolved.

Pulsed-field gradient nuclear magnetic resonance (PFG-
NMR) spectroscopy has proven to be one of the most
powerful techniques to probe molecular diffusion of small
hydrocarbons in zeolites.[13–18] Hedin et al. established a clear
correlation between the size of the pore windows, the size of
the diffusing alkenes and the measured self-diffusivities.[14]

Dai and co-workers measured ethane and ethene diffusivities
in SAPO-34 crystals and observed that ethene diffusion is
favored, however, the effect of acid site density was not
investigated.[17] Several authors also indicated that propane
transport is significantly higher activated than propene in
narrow pore zeolites,[19–22] while other studies claimed that
alkanes and alkenes exhibit similar diffusion characteris-
tics.[14,23, 24]

Furthermore, several theoretical studies addressed light
olefin diffusion in small-pore zeolites, mostly by performing
force field molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.[25–30]

Ethene and propene self-diffusion coefficients in CHA
zeolites have been extracted directly from the force field
MD trajectories based on the Einstein relation.[31–33] However,
aside from the zeolite pore confinement, also the host-guest
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interactions with the local environment as well as the acid site
density and distribution affect the transport of alkenes. Some
of the present authors recently showed that force fields might
be less accurate when predicting diffusion barriers in complex
molecular environments containing active sites and that
a first-principle description is required to accurately account
for the explicit interactions with the acid sites.[34]

In this work, we investigate the intracrystalline diffusion
behavior of C2 and C3 alkanes and alkenes in SAPO-34
zeolites with varying acid site density by a combination of
first-principle MD simulations, PFG-NMR spectroscopy and
Temporal Analysis of Products (TAP) pulse-response experi-
ments. Each technique yields specific information on the
diffusion process at different scales (see Figure 1). First-
principle MD simulations allow to characterize interactions
with the acid sites at the nanometer scale and examine
individual hopping events between neighboring cages of the
SAPO-34 at operating conditions. PFG-NMR experiments
are conducted on large zeolite crystals of 20–30 mm to obtain
information on the intracrystalline diffusivity of olefins and
paraffins. Since the timescale of the observations is in the
order of milliseconds, large zeolite crystals are a prerequisite
to extract intracrystalline self-diffusivities.[17, 29] Finally, TAP
experiments are conducted over commercial, micron-sized H-
SAPO-34 crystals[35] to probe other levels of complexities
such as the prominent influence of surface barrier resistances

or inhomogeneities in crystallite sizes.[36–40] By monitoring
transient responses of probe molecules through an ensemble
of crystallites, the TAP method is capable of capturing
intrinsic adsorption and diffusion characteristics from the
external surface into the outer layers of the SAPO-34 crystals
in the limit of low pore occupancy.

Results and Discussion

First, we assess the molecular mechanism behind the
transport of ethene, ethane, propene and propane in the cages
of SAPO-34. As Ghysels et al. noted, diffusion is an activated
process, which can be described as a hopping event between
adjacent cages.[32,41, 42] The actual crossing time for a hydro-
carbon species is negligible compared to the residence time
inside a single cage. To sample these rare events and extract
activation barriers, the umbrella sampling (US) technique is
applied (cf. Section S1.1 of the SI). This technique has
previously proven its validity for studying catalysis and
diffusion in zeolites.[34, 43–46]

Free energy profiles for diffusion through the 8-ring
windows of SAPO-34 are constructed along a pre-defined
collective variable, x, which uniquely defines the diffusion
path of the hydrocarbon from one cage (x< 0) through the
ring center (x = 0) into a neighboring cage (x> 0) (Figure 2

Figure 1. Schematic representation of a SAPO-34 crystal particle. First-principle MD simulations are used to study hopping events between
adjacent cages, PFG-NMR spectroscopy is used to estimate intracrystalline diffusivities, and TAP experiments probe diffusion at the outer layers
of the crystal.

Figure 2. Three H-SAPO-34 zeolite models with varying acid site density used in the umbrella sampling (US) simulations. Diffusion is studied
through an 8-ring window containing a) no acid sites; b) a single acid site; c) two acid sites at opposite ring positions.
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and Figure S1 of the SI). Since all T sites of the CHA topology
are equivalent, there are only four distinct crystallographic
positions for the acid proton, three of which are situated on an
8-ring window, while the other is located on a 6-ring window.
To probe the influence of acid sites located on the 8-ring
window, three zeolite models are considered containing either
zero ((P + Al)/Si ratio 1), one ((P + Al)/Si ratio 35) or two
((P + Al)/Si ratio 17) Brønsted acid sites (Figure 2). Note that
alkene diffusivity is only influenced by acid sites located on
the 8-ring window through which the diffusion takes place,
while acid sites introduced on a neighboring 6-ring window
have no significant impact (see Section S1.5 of the SI).

Figure 3 shows the free energy profiles for diffusion of the
C2-C3 alkenes and alkanes at 600 K, a relevant temperature
for MTH conditions. Diffusion of C3 species is significantly
more hindered compared to C2 species, which is completely in
accordance with the larger size of the C3 adsorbates. The
barriers for alkene diffusion show a large variation depending
on the number of acid sites on the 8-ring. In the absence of
active sites, a barrier of 38 kJ mol@1 or 57 kJ mol@1 has to be
overcome for ethene and propene, respectively. If a single
Brønsted acid site is present on the 8-ring, the barrier is
reduced to 20 kJ mol@1 and 44 kJmol@1, respectively. If the 8-
ring contains two acid sites, the diffusion barrier decreases
even further to 10 kJmol@1 or 34 kJ mol@1. In sharp contrast,
the free energy profiles for alkane diffusion appear to be
insensitive to the acid site density. The barriers for alkane
hopping are characterized by minor fluctuations only and
amount to approximately 40 kJmol@1 for ethane and
68 kJ mol@1 for propane.

The discrepancy between alkane and alkene diffusion can
be explained by the formation of a stabilizing p-H interaction.
While alkanes only exhibit weak van der Waals interactions
with the zeolite wall upon adsorption, alkenes can coordinate
with the acid site through the formation of an alkene p-
complex.[47, 48] The acid site thus acts as a driving force to keep
the alkene in the proximity of the 8-ring. If the 8-ring is
decorated with acid sites, a free energy minimum for the
alkene is obtained at a distance of 2.5 c from the ring center,
while this increases to about 4.0 c in the absence of acid sites.
Furthermore, during regular MD simulations, the alkene p-
complex is sampled during the majority of simulation time (cf.
Section S1.7 of the SI), reflecting the high stability of this
intermediate.

The existence of alkene p-H interactions has been
evidenced by performing FT-IR spectroscopy measurements
for ethene adsorption on H-SAPO-34 (cf. Section S3.2 of the
SI). The obtained IR spectra for varying dosages of ethene
(6 mbar, 40 mbar and 90 mbar) are shown in Figure 4. The
spectrum for the pure H-SAPO-34 sample (black curve)
shows a high frequency component at 3627 cm@1 (more
abundant) and low frequency component at 3603 cm@1

indicating the presence of two families of Brønsted acid
sites.[49] Upon interaction with varying coverages of ethene
(colored curves), a substantial erosion of both peaks can be
identified, while simultaneously a broad band with a max-
imum at around 3307 cm@1 is appearing, corresponding to the
formation of p-adducts with the acid sites. As expected in the
case of SAPO materials, the observed downward shift is lower
than for aluminosilicate zeolites, in agreement with their
lower acidities.[50] At medium and high ethene coverages (red

and blue curves), the ap-
pearance of two compo-
nents at 3106 cm@1 and
2990 cm@1 can be assigned
to the nasym(CH2)(B2u) and
nsym,(CH2)(B1u) modes, tes-
tifying to the presence of
some ethene in gas phase.
Our results clearly identify
the formation of stable al-
kene p-complex intermedi-
ates which corroborates the
findings of previous IR
spectroscopy[51–53] studies as
well as first-principle calcu-
lations.[47,54–56] on different
zeolite topologies.

The alkene hopping
paths between neighboring
cages are illustrated in Fig-
ure 5. For windows contain-
ing acid sites, the beneficial
p-complex interaction re-
mains intact during the en-
tire ring crossing, thus facil-
itating the transfer of al-
kenes. In case of one acid
site, the alkene p-complex

Figure 3. Free energy profile for a) ethene, b) ethane, c) propene, d) propane diffusion at 600 K through an 8-
ring window of SAPO-34 containing 0, 1, or 2 BASs.
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interaction is broken upon entering the second cage and the
acid site is restored to its position in the original cage. Due to
the preference of a single acid site to reside in one particular
cage, an asymmetric diffusion free energy profile is obtained
and the backward diffusion barrier is lowered by about 5–
10 kJ mol@1 as shown in earlier work.[34]

To allow a proper comparison with the PFG-NMR
measurements taking place at lower temperature (vide infra),
the free energy profiles for ethene and ethane diffusion
through the different 8-ring types have also been constructed
at 300 K (cf. Section S1.4 in the SI). The trend that alkene
diffusion is enhanced with increasing acid site densities while
alkane diffusion is invariant for the number of acid sites
present, remains valid at both low and high temperature. In
general, the diffusion barriers are somewhat lower at 300 K

than at 600 K, which has also been observed in a previous
study.[34] However, as the kinetic energy of the guest
molecules will also be lower, the overall diffusivity will, as
expected, remain equal or decrease at 300 K.

Diffusion coefficients can be derived from the free energy
profiles according to a random walk model and transition
state theory as outlined in Section S1.8 of the SI. Alkane
diffusion in SAPO-34 is independent on the presence of acid
sites and can take place through each of the six 8-ring
windows with equal probability. However, alkenes will show
a clear preference to escape through windows containing acid
sites. In common H-SAPO-34 catalysts—characterized by an
(P + Al)/Si ratio ranging between 5 and 20,[3, 6, 57] correspond-
ing on average to a density of 1–2 acid sites per cage—there is
a very high probability that the majority of the cages will
contain at least one 8-ring decorated with an acid site.
Consequently, the alkene diffusion probability is non-uniform
in the six directions and diffusion coefficients thus can only be
estimated in the limit of a very low or high acid site density.
The computationally determined alkene/alkane diffusivities
are in reasonable agreement with the experimental values
(see Section S1.8).

To validate the observation from first-principle MD
simulations that acid sites have a promotional effect on the
diffusion of alkenes, while alkane diffusion remains unaltered,
two types of experiments are performed to determine alkene
and alkane diffusivities in H-SAPO-34. First, intracrystalline
diffusion coefficients are measured by 1H PFG-NMR spec-
troscopy. Three types of H-SAPO-34 samples with a similar
crystal size of 20–30 mm but a different amount of Brønsted
acid sites of 0.65–1.13 mmolg@1 were synthesized. According
to previous PFG-NMR studies,[14, 17] a low self-diffusivity of
propene in SAPO-34 zeolites in the order of 10@16 m2 s@1 at
295 K could be estimated, but is beyond the detectable limit
for the 1H PFG-NMR spectroscopy utilized herein. There-
fore, we focus on measuring the PFG-NMR self-diffusivities
of ethene and ethane in the present study. As shown in
Figure 6, the diffusivity of ethene in the H-SAPO-34 materi-
als correlates well with the number of Brønsted acid sites,
clearly demonstrating the positive effect of increasing acid
site densities on the diffusion of alkenes in H-SAPO-34. In
sharp contrast, the diffusivity of ethane is insensitive to the
acid site concentration in the framework, thus confirming the
trends observed in the ab initio simulations (Figure 3).
Additionally, note that upon increasing the adsorbate loading
from 1 to 3 molecules per cage, a slight enhancement of the
ethene self-diffusivities is revealed, whereas the ethane self-
diffusivities slightly decrease.

Secondly, the diffusion behavior of C2-C4 alkanes and
alkenes is characterized by conducting TAP pulse-response
experiments[58] in low-pressure regime (10@8–10@6 mbar),
where well-defined Knudsen diffusion through the catalyst
bed can be used as a robust standard transport process to
quantify the adsorption/diffusion rates in the pores of micron-
sized SAPO-34 samples. The characteristic time of reactor-
scale Knudsen diffusion offers a temporal window in which
a probe molecule has a chance to adsorb and enter the
crystalline framework.[59] Mean residence times of the hydro-
carbon probe molecules inside a TAP reactor—normalized to

Figure 4. FT-IR spectra of the H-SAPO-34 sample before (black curve)
and after adsorption of increasing coverages of 6 mbar ethene (green
curve), 40 mbar ethene (red curve), and 90 mbar ethene (blue curve)
at 323 K.

Figure 5. Snapshots of the ethene diffusion path through an 8-ring
a) without acid sites (0 BAS), b) with 1 acid site (1 BAS), and c) with
two acid sites (2 BAS). Although the acid proton has a clear preference
for one of the cages, the p-complex interaction remains intact during
the ring crossing.
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the diffusion time of Neon as inert tracer—are plotted against
temperature in Figure 7. The residence time of Ne is nearly
constant with temperature, as expected for the relatively
weak temperature-dependency of Knudsen diffusion. Various
C2-C4 alkanes and alkenes were used as probe molecules to
distinguish between interactions with the external and
internal zeolite surface. An enhanced residence time of
a probe molecule co-pulsed with Ne, is indicative of its

interaction with the outer surface or its diffusion into the
SAPO-34 crystals.

Isobutane and isobutene are size-excluded from entering
the 8-ring windows of the framework and are used to probe
interactions with the outer crystal surface. Isobutane interacts
weakly with the outer surface, leading to enhanced residence
times only at the lowest temperature measured (323 K).
Isobutene shows an exponential increase in residence time
below 450 K, pointing to interaction with external BAS. The
less voluminous ethane or propane molecules are not, in
principle, size-excluded from entering the SAPO-34 crystals
during the pulse. Propane, which does not strongly interact
with BAS in the outer layer of the zeolite, cannot diffuse into
the crystal sufficiently fast to experience a significant delay
within the finite temporal window during a TAP pulse.
Ethane also does not strongly interact with BAS, but diffuses
into the crystal interior fast enough to exhibit considerable
delay at low temperatures. In contrast, alkenes can undergo
adsorption on external and internal BAS, potentially forming
a carbocation upon protonation. Isobutene can more strongly
interact with acid sites than propene or ethene, forming
a stable tertiary carbocation upon protonation. Therefore, the
much higher residence times observed for propene and
ethene at all temperatures can only be explained by their
additional interactions with internal BAS, thus confirming
that they are able to diffuse inside the crystal interior.

The TAP-response data are in qualitative agreement with
the computational models (Figure 3). The increased delay of
propene with respect to ethene reflects the slower propene
diffusion inside the crystals (20 kJ mol@1 difference in diffu-
sion barrier). Also, the higher residence times of alkenes with
respect to alkanes can be explained by the interaction of
ethene and propene with internal BAS, leading to a faster
diffusion of ethene and propene, so they can more readily
enter the crystal micropores. This observation is supported by
the 20–30 kJ mol@1 reduction of the alkene diffusion barriers
in the presence of acid sites. A direct, quantitative comparison
of diffusion coefficients for alkanes and alkenes with theo-
retical values is precluded by the limited window of temporal

Figure 7. Temporal analysis of products (TAP) characterization of
adsorption/diffusion behavior of C2–C4 alkanes and alkenes in micro-
meter-sized H-SAPO-34 crystallites. Reactor residence time (normal-
ized to Ne molecular mass) of different probe molecules as a function
of temperature. The inset schematically depicts a TAP pulse-response
experiment with an inert gas (internal standard, black dashed) and
a strongly adsorbing probe gas (red solid).

Figure 6. 1H PFG NMR self-diffusion coefficients, D, determined at 295 K, of a) ethene and b) ethane on H-SAPO-34 samples with a different
amount of acid sites (BAS) for different loadings of 1–3 molecules per cage.
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sensitivity of TAP measurements (see Section S3.6 in Sup-
porting Information).

Conclusion

In summary, the combined effort of the ab initio
simulations, NMR spectroscopy and TAP pulse-response
measurements unambiguously demonstrates the promotional
effect of the presence of Brønsted acid sites on the diffusivity
of alkenes in SAPO-34 zeolites. Due to the formation of
stabilizing p-H interactions, the transport of alkenes between
neighboring cages is significantly improved if the acid sites are
located on the 8-ring window itself, which is statistically very
likely. Alkane diffusion is not influenced since alkanes show
only weak interactions with the surrounding acid sites. Apart
from the role of the acid site distribution and the presence of
acid sites in the 8-membered ring, also the acid site strength
could potentially play a role in the diffusivity. These findings
may lead to synthesis of zeolites with dedicated acid site
distributions to promote transport of either alkenes or
alkanes through the zeolite pore system, which could open
new perspectives for catalysis or for alkene-alkane separation
purposes.[60–62]
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